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SCIENCE AND THE ACCELERATION OF TECHNICAL PROGRESS

Author Unknown
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TM Scope of Research

I. . t vA46i, Director of te Institute of Probles of

IMe Sattin of NawILe X-Mober of theip dm of Sciences of the
gm me primary stimulus to scientific and technical

I a is to be fOni the kind of long-range fundamental scienti-

tic romae , the practical significance of which may at first not

pear particularly evident. Let us cite a typical exmple. About

fatty years ago the dislocation thoory was developed. The prevail-

ing vie, dwring the initial stages of its refinement, held that it

wma extremly umlikely that this theory would ever contribute signi-

fiatly to ao .Olutioa of the essential problems of materials

sciue . in fact, the very existence of the dislocation itself was

regarded with cmsiderable scepticism. Today this theory is at the

vW hawrt of solutions to a wide range of practical tasks.

"1o lees important is the ability to guide successful concrete

ideas through to their large-scale practical implementation. An
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instruetive eample of ••%is kind of follow-through can be see in

the work of the outstanding Ukrainian scientist Ye. 0. Paton and
his associates in their eveloemmt of the automatic flux velding

method into a full-fledged scientific methodology.

"The departmental breakdown of work projects into the twin

categories of long-term and applied-engineering ought not to be.

abeolutised. It is not administrativ aassociatioan with a parti-

cular branch or department, but persomel that is the doe nig

factor in an organisation's creativity. it is very important that,

wherever expedient, every institute have the resources to see its

theoretical scientific developments through to practical fruition.

To this end it is necessary, in our opinion,. that organixstioms

involved in scientific research be able to call V vei we ui e

design offices, prototype production facilities, and - if its staff

is working on same radically new technical innovatLon - en aoeqnat

team of imntructors capable of giving o-tbhe-spot pzrodnticn assist

tanoe at plants and factories.

"fhoe Aain thing, in our view, is that the theoretical an well

as the practical people become as involved as possible Md play a

more active role in the solution of these engineering and physical

problems."

Avoid Lost Time

V. K. Tuchkevich, Director of the Physical-zagc a znlatute,

Corresponding Kember of the Soviet Acadw of Scs•gas. Accordn• g
to our system, the implementation of any now scientific Idea passes

through a nvaber of successive stages: the laboratory - the branch

institute - the plant. And quite often the idea runa into obstacles

at each stage.

"if the concept originated in the laboratory of an academic

institute or vus (treatgttot'4 yot0: vus - hilite ins*tLtutt of

Uta~usug), it is by no means always possible to demonstrate its

appropriateness or practical feasibility in a reasonably short

time. This is because not every laboratory has the equipment

necessary to this end.

rTo-OT-23-259-
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80gArding the secind stage, at the branch lol (TaamaLM04's'
Notes =I - S.e.etit Kq4~a Rws4ift 1u4~), It may happen that
th technical pespl the"e arengt interested in developing an
outside-origuaate.d idea. Often it is a matter of months before

both aid" cam reach aw agreement on all aspects of the tecimaology
siddesign.

glinlly, there is the temainal stage,* the plant. eRem, based
on the equipwat and tooling presently available at the plant, the
emwiinrzial staff will occasionally revise the technology and, in
same cm",e even the design. The result, still further delay.

"It dmes not follow that even series production of a new item
necessarily susm pctt~cal acceptance of that item. in fact,

~i~y heesms it has beam piroduced, a compoent or instrument *oes
met~cam.y busesm useful to a custamer if the equipment for

%Wh* -it has bees desigmed in not yet in promducmtion. This was the

lie,' `%6 clit ime empe of the high-power semiconducotor tubes
Aneoe at ow institute. For two years the plant manufacturing

tbmw tdmW" ghiug, you might say,, for the *shelf.' 1The
si~t~aim dmied culy with the appearance of the rectifier wiits
few ýeiestasisk an eleatzlc trains. I n a word, lack of coordina-
tism M4 gisdwem in the 'efforts of numerous research agencies,
branch institutes, and production facilities poses a major obstacle
to tepractical implesentation of many scientific achievements.

"it would appear that In many instances Important national
economic problems might best be solved by abandoning this step-by-
step processing of new ideas. In our opinion, task forces might
he'set up, which would continue their work only until the completion
of a specific project. These task forces should include representa-
tive s frcm all interested organizations and agencies,* from the

Acdyof Sciences to the Plant level.

-Quits instructive, in this regard, is the experience we gained
in the develcpsent of the semiconductor curren~t- frequency converter.
To meest this task, we established a taok force which included staff
workers from our institute and from the Power Xustitute, along with

plant-level technical personnel. The entire work, fro the conceptual

MI-81-23-259-70 3



stage to production of a pilot mod*Z, was acoam~lished in a very
short tim...I

In Cooperation with Engineers

X. D. Andtonikasbvili, Director of the nsatitute of Iwsoics.
meber of the RcadMy of Sciences of the fteorisa $OR. Yhe rate
of scienkific-technical progress in affected by a variety of factors.
One of the principal deficliencies in many scientific establishments
is insufficient attention to the development of am experimental
methodologies for the discovery and analysis of natural phemoema.

eAt our iastitata we developed spak chabers, of the, streinr
and wide-gap, type, .which are no msed with all accelerators. An-
other kind of ins trumnat was designed for work in t~ arma of high-
"enrgy physics - a 4isce"29 -Conensation Aber - ~ 2 I O 44 f compet-
lng, in a numer of applcatioms, eV4M wit%' the familia~r hydrog6
bubble chamer. we have pefqpend original thi for studing the
strength chearcteristie..of metals ani alloys at 2 atre
and have built sensitivity oit, ~irtars to agp~it as Vwaula-
tics and solution of utterly new problems in the area. of biousroaole-
cular physics.

-unfortunately, the -inatz -I t-Maudeaotuwlf Uinautzi has Oka"
little interest in the production Of tbese -a devinas. To cite a
specific capse, our institute worked on the degelogient of'sam agaratus
which, based on the behavior of a radioactive signal throughost a
production cycle, would signal the manganese concentration in the
raw material, in the concentrates, and in the facroalloys. what
was the result? Far less time was required for the RaD Phane of the
project then for the introduction of a prototype model at one of the
aiiatura concentrating mills.

Olt often happens that the practical implementation of scienti-
fic developmnts is left to scientists who do not understand the
production aspects of the problem, or to engineers who are not
familiar with the principles underlying the new machine or equipment.
No have already admitted a proposal txo the effect that in sumh cases
mixed teens of alternating 2amibermhip should be formed, to-include

flD-NYk-23-259-70 4



sciestietl persommel and produation-orientee• egineers. As the

work procees , the Wamber of scientists in the gVZO should do-
crease, while the anmber of production engineers, well aquaintaed

with the prospective environmental conditLos of the equlpment

r hw Gevelogmest increases. It is our belief that an approach

"of this kind would do much to meet the requirements of satisfactory

scientific and tedcnical progress."

From Departmat to Shop

I. A, P"MskLY,, Departient CMixua of the Tomsk institute
of ., Bl o, otroics and €lectronic Uninseinm. "Here is a letter
we rectly recsiveds 'In line with technical assistance procedures,

me zegm1t that you sen operating instructions for the PI'U-8G "Tele-

gle, Winduatrial television systam, as well as information regarding

its beet, the apaufacturing plant, and the enterprises at which it is

i.n me.' fte inquiry coam to us-tfa the Nusnetsk Netallur-

"On reply wem a factual oe. Portable television systems which

-m be used to view the inasi of pipes md various coutainers do

emiet. M• 5 PU-0 is one sucb systems the letter "G" in the design•a

tinef fim "ma" t; o I-mining') (Taxutat.t'4 N•tes Tke at5i.-

4a fstteas -MV ta the same dea-ignaetiea axe the iadktiat LetteA. a4
the 2eL&4 0#4& Lea speatabte t~e&v~ieJon A04teml'). This 'Veleglas'

(['ele-r-ael cam be inserted into a shaft 100 millimeters in dkinster.

"Olts sysm (it was aJmmn at the VMMn (TA9%AtsotA'a Note:
- EzxLbL*t 4 NMaiea Iceseomie Aehievmen•t4)) was developed

by as on an order fgm, and with the assistance of, the institute

of Mimin of the Siberian Branch of the Soviet Academy of Sciences.

other aimilar devices have been used at aircraft factories, at

csmioal plants, ad at the I. V. Rurchatov Atomic Energy Institute.

this last 953eo-B3e of ours, the tenth of the series, is the

1mallest. its pick-Wp oseera in designed in the for of a netal

cylindmr 25 millimeters in diametar. The entire unit, with cable

and romote receiver, will fit in a briefcase. It pl-age into a

normal pmoer outlet and in the field is fed by a 12-volt storage

battery.
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"With regard to the second part of the question, about the

manufacturing plant, thus far thea" is, regrettably, no manufactur-

Lug plant, although our own in-house production facilities are

limited and unable to satisfy even the internal demand.

"What should be done? A system clearly delineating the various

areas of responsibility should be set upt who is to propose new

ideas, who is to carry out the research and development work, and

who is to see to series production. All these activities must be

subordinated to a single coordinated plan, with camon incentives

provided for everyone involved in the projected new item. And

while in the case of the branch institutes these problemss are solved

in accordance with the economic reform program - as .indL.ated by the

experience of the e.ectrotechnical industry -- effective lines of

cemmunication must also be sought for vus-centered research organisa-

tions.

Today, in our opinion, the proces of briaglog a - itsm

frm the vus laboratory *nto actual proftction must still involve an

interediate stop - an organization or firm capable of assigning and

remmmra-ing the work at its various stages of cplettion. Ne cOC-

sider the establishment of such financially seIf-sustainiag fires to

promote the purposes of scientific and technical progress to be a

measure of great timeliness.t m

VTD-NT-23-259-70 6
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UatrfbutiLcm of this document In Unlimited. It may be released to
Un Clez nons, Department or comerce, for sale to the general

Forela ~TbchfololU Division
Wigt-PttesonAPB, Ohio

Me article discusses certain of the problems encountered in
br1n~n a new technological cancept to the practical hardware
:ta6. i~n ~the U8BR. A number of management and adainistrational

difficalie nherent in the existing chain-of-casmnd structure
are bristfly discussed. Particular attention is called to the
flEJ41G "5yelag~z* miniaturized television system (with a pick-up
caaera in the form of a metal cylinder 25 mm in diameter), which
can be inserted Into a shaft 100 ma in diameter for the inspec-
tion or the interior of pipes And containers.* This uniti
said to be the tenth of a series.
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